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Abstract — Non-contact thermoacoustic imaging (TAI) has several desirable characteristics for applications such as explosive detection in high-water content media. In this paper, we report a detection technique using millimeter wave interferometry based on sensitive phase detection at W-band. The displacement sensitivity of the proposed W-band vibrometer at 95 GHz is of the order of 1 nm. We also analyze the effect of phase noise on the sensitivity of the vibrometer. Unlike laser-based sensors, a W-band sensor has several advantages, it can easily penetrate surface obscurants such as fur or cloth, and it does not require highly reflective surface of the target to detect the thermoacoustic vibrations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Microwave-induced thermoacoustic imaging (TAI) is an emerging imaging technique primarily used for biomedical applications such as early cancer detection [1-3]. The main advantage of this technique is that it combines the benefits of high imaging contrast of microwave imaging [4] and high resolution of ultrasound imaging [5]. In microwave-induced TAI, the desired target is irradiated with short pulses of high power microwave signal. The energy absorbed by the target produces heating and thermoelastic expansion which in turn generates thermoacoustic vibrations that propagate through the target. These vibrations are then detected at the surface of the target with either contact or non-contact sensors [2, 6]. The TAI systems using transducers (normal ultrasound detection) require contact with the target media to produce detailed internal images of high-water content organs. Non-contact (standoff) TAI has useful features for explosives detection. Optical interferometer techniques for measuring surface displacement of animal or human organs use photoacoustic imaging (PAI) [7, 8]. Optical vibrometers can operate with detection thresholds at the picometer level [9] but their main drawback is that optical signals cannot penetrate through surface obscurants such as fur or cloth.

Sensitive standoff explosives detection techniques are developed to detect explosives hidden in opaque media with high water content [10-14]. In this paper, we describe a detection technique using millimeter wave interferometry based on sensitive phase detection at W-band (up to 110 GHz). We tested the performance of the vibrometer at 95 GHz and measured nanometer-scale surface displacement. The millimeter wave vibrometer was also successfully tested with actual samples [10].

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE W-BAND VIBROMETER

The block diagram of the single channel W-band vibrometer is shown in Fig. 1. The continuous wave (CW) signal from the W-band source is incident on the target at a distance $R$ from the transmitter. If the surface of the target experiences time dependent displacement, $d(t)$, the Doppler shift of the reflected signal can be described as a phase modulation, $\theta_d(t)$ and expressed as [3]

$$\theta_d(t) = \frac{2\pi \times 2d(t)}{\lambda} = \frac{4\pi d(t)}{\lambda},$$

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the transmitted signal.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the single-channel W-band standoff vibrometer.

The return signal reflected off the target is then mixed with the reference emitter signal at the mixer. The delay mismatch between these two signals is carefully equalized with path-length delay, $\tau$. If $d(t) \ll \lambda$ and the phase between the local oscillator (LO) and reference frequency (RF) port of the mixer is set to $\pi/2$, the baseband voltage fluctuations at the intermediate frequency (IF) output of the mixer will be proportional to $\theta_d(t)$. As in a conventional phase-noise measurement system, these phase fluctuations between the emitted and received signals are then decomposed in the Fourier-frequency domain to create spectral estimates of vibration-induced modulation of the return signal. The goal is to obtain standoff vibration sensitivity that is sufficient to characterize the presence of an unknown or unexpected material that might be internal to the standoff object. The I/Q modulator in Fig. 1 is used to calibrate the sensitivity of the phase detector (PD).
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The picture of the set-up for determining the sensitivity the mm-wave vibrometer is shown Fig. 2. We used a custom varactor-tuned W-band source that can be tuned from 89 GHz to 96 GHz, for this experiment we used 95 GHz. For a proof-of-concept experiment, we measured the displacement of the mirror controlled by a piezoelectric (PZT) actuator instead of using an actual microwave-induced TAI target. Because we could not move the mirror fast enough to test the vibrometer at the frequencies of interest, we generated a phase modulation pulse that simulates a displacement. We used a sinc-shaped pulse at a 100 kHz pulse repetition frequency (PRF), this driving signal is shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 2. Experimental realization of the single-channel W-band standoff vibrometer. Here, the target is a mirror on closed-loop PZT actuator. A W-band Gunn oscillator with double sideband (DSB) noise, $S_{\text{Gunn}}(f) = 477 f^{-3}$ dBBrad/Hz at 95 GHz is used as the reference carrier and a feedhorn antenna with 20 dB gain is used.](image)

![Fig. 3. The phase modulated sinc-shaped pulse used for driving the PZT actuator. The PRF of the sinc-pulse is 100 kHz.](image)

For this experiment, the distance between the antenna and mirror was approximately 2 cm. This distance can be increased by matching the path-length delay between the signals arriving at the LO and RF ports of the mixer. The direct signal and the reflected signal off the mirror were mixed in the phase detector and the baseband IF signal was processed. For IF processing, we used 80 dB of gain after the mixer and a PXI based field programmable gate array (FPGA) digitizer sampled at 250 MHz, with 16 bits resolution. In addition, an analog 10 MHz anti-aliasing low pass filter, digital band pass from 10 kHz to 10 MHz and triggered synchronous averaging of 10 k to 500 k pulses were used for processing. The vibrometer breadboard was mounted on the optical table with vibration isolating sorbothane feet. The mechanical coupling of undesired vibration from the actuator into the vibrometer through the baseplate was tested for by substituting the circulator and the antenna with a straight waveguide section and no significant coupling was observed. The amplitude of the sinc-shaped signal was adjusted to produce mirror displacements of 10 nm, 1 nm, and 0.1 nm and measured by the vibrometer. The voltage fluctuations at the output of the PD was measured and the results are depicted in Fig. 4 a, b and c. These results show that the single channel vibrometer can successfully detect surface displacement of 1 nm. In addition, weak signals can be seen down to approximately 0.2 nm with higher averaging.

IV. EFFECT OF PHASE NOISE

The successful realization of applications such as concealed weapons/explosive detection depends on the phase-noise of key components, i.e., mixer, reference oscillator, and other electronics at W-band. In this section, we discuss the effect of phase noise of the mixer and oscillator on the vibrometer’s sensitivity and maximum range.

A. Sensitivity and Stability

The vibrometer’s sensitivity to thermoacoustic signals depends on the residual phase noise of the mixer and also on signal-to-noise (SNR) of the received signal. The DSB residual phase noise, $S_{\phi_{DSB}}(f)$, of the PD and the corresponding power spectral density (PSD) of displacement, $S_d(f)$, calculated from (1) are also shown in Fig. 5. It shows that the displacement measurement is dependent on the flicker phase noise of the PD. To measure displacement below 1 nm, a phase noise level below - 120 dBBrad/Hz is needed.

The uncertainty in the displacement measurement, $\sigma_d(t)$, due to the flicker-phase and white-phase noise of the PD is...
shown in Fig. 6. This plot shows that observation of a single measurement longer than 1 μs or (sampling/filtering below 1 MHz) will not result in any further improvement. This is because unlike white noise, the flicker noise does not converge to a mean of zero due to averaging. Therefore, the single channel vibrometer using this PD, the displacement measurement uncertainty is limited to 3 nm. The estimate is calculated from the residual phase noise floor of the measurement system operating at full receive power.

V. Technique To Increase Sensitivity

The single-channel W-band vibrometer discussed above exhibits nanometer-scale sensitivity. While a single measurement longer than 1 μs is limited to 3 nm by the flicker noise of the mixer, synchronous averaging of repetitive signals allows sensitivity down to about 0.2 nm. When a synchronization signal is not available, further improvement to the W-band system could make it possible to successfully detect sub-nanometer displacements by adding a second receive channel (Fig. 7). With two independent measurement channels, cross-correlation processing [17] of the thermoacoustic signals will give a \( \sqrt{N} \) improvement in the receiver’s signal-to-noise ratio, where \( N \) is the number of cross-correlation averages.

In [15], we reported the performance of a two-channel W-band phase noise measurement system. The phase noise floor of that system is shown as red curve in Fig. 8. The flicker noise floor is almost 15 dB lower than the single-channel system (Fig. 5). If we use this two-channel system as a TA vibrometer, it will improve the sensitivity by a factor of 5.

B. Maximum Target Range

If the vibrometer is used without the path-length delay equalized it would act as a frequency discriminator on the driving source and the maximum target range would depend on phase noise of the W-band source. The free-running oscillator that was used has DSB phase noise, \( S_{ϕ-Gunn}(f) = +77 \text{ dB}^2/\text{Hz} \) at 95 GHz. The characterization of the single-channel W-band vibrometer revealed that the free-running Gunn oscillator’s frequency modulation (FM) noise was limiting the maximum target range to 5 cm. The FM noise on the Gunn source is converted to residual phase noise at the baseband by

\[
S_ϕ(f) = S_{ϕ-Gunn}(f) \left[ 4 \sin^2 \left( \frac{4πRf}{c} \right) \right],
\]

where \( c \) is the speed of light. From initial testing, the thermoacoustic signature of the detected target will most likely reside below a 100 kHz offset frequency. To support the factor of ten improvements in range and sensitivity, the phase noise of the W-band source must be improved by at least 50 dB between these offset frequencies. We have already shown in [15-16] a scheme for low-phase noise synthesis at W-band can be used here.

VI. Summary

We reported a single channel standoff W-band vibrometer with sensitivity of 1 nm to thermoacoustic signals. Unlike optical detection, the millimeter wave detection scheme demonstrated here can easily infiltrate opaque surfaces and does not require an optically reflective surface of the target. This is, however, at the expense of sensitivity and resolution. In the future, we plan to improve sensitivity of the vibrometer for the detection of thermoacoustic signals and increase target range by implementing a two-channel system and low-phase noise oscillator.
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